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ABSTRACf
The primary purpose of this study was to compare the effects of
icon-based iistening outlines and language-based iistening outlines on the
degree of liking scores and musical knowledge scores of nonmusic majors
emolled in music appreciation courses. A secondary purpose was to
examine interactions between the methods of instruction and the students'
age, gender, teacher, and primary language with the dependent variables of
degree of liking and musical knowledge scores.
One-hundred and ninety-seven university undergraduates emolled in
six intact music appreciation classes served as subjects for the twelve week
study. Three instructors, each teaching two intact music appreciation
classes, taught both methods. The study used a pretest/posttest two group
experimental design to answer fourteen i"esearch questions.
The results indicated that degree of liking scores and musical
knowledge scores significantly improved between the pretests and posttests
regardless of method of instruction. Results also revealed a significant
interaction between method and time of test for both degree of liking and
musical knowledge. Students using icon-based listening outlines showed a
greater increase in degree of liking scores and musical knowledge scores
from pretest to posttest than the students using language-based listening
outlines; however all increases were slight. Results also revealed
significant

interaction~

among teacher, primary language, and musical

knowledge scores and among teacher, method of instruction, and musical
knowledge scores.
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Chapter I
Introduction

Many institutions of higher education offer courses in music
appreciation for nonmusic majors. Although the term "music
appreciation" has fallen into disfavor and is often considered archaic, this
researcher uses the term throughout this study since no valid replacement
term has been universally established. In most music appreciation courses,
the curriculum includes the study of music fundamentals, historical
background, musical style, and musical form. A primary goal of music
appreciation courses is to help students gain an appreciation for the value
of music in the formal Western tradition.
To meet this goal, teachers provide opportunities for their students
to listen to music compositions from various historical periods. They
attempt to broaden students' appreciation and understanding of music that
was not necessarily in the mainstream of the students' lives and encourage
the development of aura! perception, conceptual understanding, and
positive attitudes toward music in the Western tradition.
In the listening lessons often taught in music appreciation classes,
some teachers use language-based listening outlines and analytic language.
Language-based listening outlines provide the musical form,
instrurnentation, and some musical terms, while analytic language includes
musical terms such as tone color, rhythm, melody, harmony, and texture.
With the use of language-based listening outlines and analytic language,
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teachers describe the relationships through which components provide
organization, structure, and expression in a piece of music.
In addition, some teachers incorporate figurative language, which
includes the use of analogy, metaphor, and simile. The music curriculum
theory of Tait and Haack (1984) suggests that figurative terms can capture
in words some of the dramatic impact or aesthetic quality of a piece of
music.
in her aesthetic theory, Langer (1953) states that music is the "tonal
analog of emotive life" with music and human feeling experiences having
analogous characteristics such as ebb and flow, tempo, impulsiveness,
relaxation, and tension. Music listeners can infer a variety of analogies,
metaphors, and similes to their personal experiences. This study will
examine one aspect of teaching: the listening experience.

Theoretical Basis
Many theorists recommend the use of visual stimuli in the classroom
(Ormrod, 1995, p. 240). Visual images can be stored quickly and retained
over long periods of time. Thus, students tend to learn more and
remember it longer when the material they are studying is concrete and
easily visualizable (Clark & Pavio, 1991; Mastropieri, Scruggs, McLoone,

& Levin, 1985; Sadoski, Goetz, & Fritz, 1993).
In a study investigating verbal and visual information retrieval,
results showed that students who viewed visual stimuli recalled significantly
more information than students presented verbal information (Kulhavy,
1985). Another study by Kulhavy and Schwartz (1987) found that
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undergraduate learners consistently appeared to use visually and spatially
based information as a way of increasing recall of material. In a related
study of 70 undergraduate Italian students, Kulhavy (1989) compared the
effectiveness of maps containing feature marked information with that of
written information listed next to an outline of the same map. Results
indicated that students using the maps with feature marked information
outperformed the other students. In a similar study on the effect of mapfeatured content on recall of material by elementary students, Petersen
(1991) found that map-featured information icons were better recalled than
written information.
In a study examining picture recall and word recall of high school
students, Lewis and Ormrod (1985) observed no significant differences
between genders for either task, but boys did exhibit a greater recall of the
specific order in which the pictures and words were presented. Another
study investigating recall and comprehension among English-as-a-secondlanguage (ESL) students found that using prereading activities, such as
visual stimuli, resulted in higher literal comprehension test scores.
The aforementioned studies, illustrating the use of visual stimuli,
serve to support the theory that visual information is better understood and
retained than verbal information The studies also indicate that this may
vary because of an individual's traits such as gender, age, and primary
language.
Since quality of visual aids differs, Mayer (1989) describes
successful visual aids as simple and concise, and including major ideas
without overwhelming students with detail. "In addition to promoting
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visual imagery, many visual aids can also show students how major ideas
relate to and affect one another; thus they provide one more way of
helping students organize the information they receive" (Ormrod, 1995,
p. 209). Of the many types of visual stimuli, two are especially relevant to
this study: the intense stimuli of bright colors and the novelty stimuli of
unusual icons or pictures. Visual stimuli provide effective means of
influencing attention and presenting information (Clark & Pavio, 1991;
Denis, 1984; Berry & Levin, 1980; Mayer, 1989a; Winn, 1991).
In music education research relating to visual input, the studies
examine musical preferences and attitudes (see Chapter 2). There are no
studies relating visual input and acquisition of musical knowledge.
However, some music education research studies do investigate the
relationships between musical knowledge and musical preferences or
attitudes. Greer, Dorow, & Hanser (1973) concluded that musical
discrimination skills seem to contribute to preference of pre-school
children. In a study of seventh-grade students, Getz (1966) found that
awareness of musical knowledge resulted in more interested and responsive
subjects and an increase in "like" responses. The results of O'Brien's
(1992) study determined that the use of a combination of fi gurative and
analytic language increased attitudes toward orchestral music. The findings
of these studies support the theory that students who learn more cognitive
knowledge about a piece of music will "like it" better.
Based on the aforementioned studies and theories, it is evident that
visuals increase knowledge in other subjects. In addition, successful visuals
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share specific chai'acteristics, and increased knowledge increases
preference.

Need for the Study

In music education research, the visual studies have focused on areas
other than knowledge. Since visuals are theoretically better for increasing
knowledge in some students, a study is needed that parallels research in
other subject areas. A study is needed that determines if visual stimuli .
influences the music listening experience and, if so, does it equally for all
students. Based on the research, the following student characteristics
should be considered: primary language, gender, and age.

Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to compare the effects of
icon-based listening outlines and language-based listening outlines on the
degree of liking scores and musical knowledge scores of nonmusic majors
enrolled in music appreciation courses. A secondary purpose was to
examine interactions between the methods and the students' age, gender,
class, and primary language with the dependent variables of degree of
liking scores and musical knowledge scores.

Research Questions
1)

Is there a significant difference between the degree of liking

scores of college nonmusic majors who have used icon-based listening
outlines while listening to musical selections when compared with students
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who have used language-based listening outlines while listening to musical
selections?
2)

Is there a significant difference between the musical

knowledge scores of college nonmusic majors who have used icon-based
listening outlines while listening to musical selections when compared with
students who have used language-based listening outlines while listening to
musical selections?
3)

Is there a significant difference between the degree of liking

scores of college non music majors in the following age groups: traditional
students (18 to 22) and nontraditional students (23 and over)?
4)

Is there a significant difference between the musical

knowledge scores of college nonmusic majors in the following age groups:
traditional students (18-22) and nontraditional students (23 and over)?
5)

Is there a significant difference among the degree of liking

scores of college nonmusic majors in the following age groups: traditional
students (18-22) and nontraditional students (23 and over) who have used
icon-based listening outlines while listening to musical selections when
compared with students who have used language-based listening outlines
while listening to musical selections?
6)

Is there a significant difference among the musical knowledge

scores of college nonmusic majors in the following age groups: traditional
students (18-22) and nontraditional students (23 and over) who have used
icon-based listening outlines while listening to musical selections when
compared with students who have used language-based listening outlines
while listening to musical selections?
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7)

Is there a significant difference between the degree of liking

scores of college nonmusic majors with English as a second language and
college nonmusic majors with English as a primary language?
8)

Is there a significant difference between the musical

knowledge scores of college nonmusic majors with English as a second
language and college non music majors with English as a primary language?
9)

Is there a significant difference between the degree of liking

scores of nonmusic majors with English as a second language and non music
majors with English as a primary language who have used icon-based
listening outlines while listening to musical selections when compared with
students who have used language-based Hstening outlines while listening to
musical selections?
10)

Is there a significant difference between the musical

knowledge 1)C0reS of college nonmusic majors with English as a second
language and college nonmusic majors with English as a primary language
who have used icon-based listening outlines while listening to musical
selections when compared with students who have used listening outlines
while listening to musical selections?
11)

Is there a significant interaction between the degree of liking

scores of college nonmusic majors and the teacher instructing the class?
12)

Is there a significant interaction between the musical

know ledge scores of college nonmusic majors and the teacher instructing
the class?
13)

Is there a significant interaction between the degree of liking

scores of college nonmusic majors and gender?
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14)

Is there a significant interaction between the musical

knowledge scores of college nonmusic majors and gender?

Null Hypotheses
1)

There will be no significant (p< .05) difference between the

degree of liking scores of college nonmusic majors who have used iconbased listening outlines while listening to musical selections when compared
with the degree of liking scores of students who have used language-based
listening outlines while listening to musical selections.
2)

There will be no significant (p< .05) difference between the

musical knowledge scores of college nonmusic majors who have used iconbased listening outlines while listening to musical selections when compared
with students who have used language-based listening outlines while
listening to musical selections.
3)

There will be no main effect differences or interactions among

the method of instruction, age, language, class, or gender for the student
degree of liking scores dependent measures.
4)

There will be no main effect differences or interactions among

the method of instruction, age, language, class, or gender for the musical
knowledge scores dependent measures.
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Definitions
Throughout this study, the tenns listed below will be defined as
follows:
Degree of Liking
Degree of liking is a construct through which an individual's
reaction to an event, object, or phenomenon can be described or inferred
but not observed. An individual's reaction may be positive or negative,
reflecting approach or avoidance tendencies. Degree of liking can be
inferred from physiological reactions, overt behaviors, and self-report
measures (Boyle and Radocy, 1987, pp. 196-205). For this study, a
student's degree of liking toward music examples will be inferred from the
student's written response of liking or disliking music examples.
Language-Based Listening Outlines
The language-based listening outlines used in this study provide text
narratives that describe what is taking place in the music and are read by
the listener while listening to musical selections. While they vary from one
to two pages in length and often vary in design, nearly all contain the
following infonnation: musical fonn, dynamics, and instrumentation.
Most follow standard outline fonn and present some technical language,
analytical infonnation, and music tenninology. In addition, some of the
language-based listening outlines include short thematic fragments in music
notation form. The language-based listening outlines used in this study are
found in Roger Kamien's Music: An Appreciation, Second Brief Edition.
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Icon-Based Listening Outlines
The icon-based listening outlines for this study provide pictorial
guides that describe what is taking place in the music and are viewed by the
listener while listening to musical selections. The icon-based listening
outlines incorporate icons and pictures to depict specific musical selections
by offering a visual story or description. Most of the icon-based listening
outlines are researcher designed or enhanced and are presented in a variety
of bright colors. They provide the following information: musical form,
dynamics, and instrumentation. In addition, most of the icon-based
listening outlines offer a sketch of the composer, visual representation of
predominant instruments, and appropriate visual reminders of the gec.re
and the period.

Assumptions
It is a basic assumption in this study that the degree of liking
reported by people in nonthreatening experimental situations accurately
describes their underlying predispositions. Since attitudes (degree of
liking) are learned in a manner similar to the acquisition of other
knowledge, attitudes (degree of liking) are amenable to change (Kuhn,
1980). There is no assumption made, however, about whether the effects
of any change in attitude (degree of liking) will be permanent or
transi tory.
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Overview of Remaining Chapters
The review of literature presented in Chapter II will include several
areas of research that are pertinent to this study. These subject areas
include: studies investigating students' degree of liking toward musical
selections, selected attitude and preference studies, guided listening
research studies, and studies investigating student acquisition of musical
knowledge. Chapter III introduces the methodology and provides the
following: restatement of purpose, information concerning the sample, the
dependent and independent variables, the experimental design, the null
hypotheses, the means of analysis, the time table, and a summary. In
Chapter IV, the results and data analysis are presented, while Chapter V
provides a venue for conclusions and implications of the findings.
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Chapter II
Review of Related Literature

This chapter provides a review of literature pertinent to the study
and includes research in the foHowing areas: attitude (degree of liking)
toward music, musical knowledge acquisition, guided listening methods,
and learning through visual aids. Professional research journals,
dissertations, and books serve as resources for this review.
Since the early 1970's, research investigations of attitude and
preference have suggested that it is possible to measure students' attitudes
toward the music they hear, isolate causative factors, and manipulate
influencing factors. Although the words "attitude" and "preference" have
often been used interchangeably by researchers, sttidies that use the word
"preference" to mean the construct "degree of liking" or "attitude," as
defined in this study, have been included in this review of research
Ii terature.

"Attitudes cannot be directly observed. Instead, the composition of
an attitude is inferred from an individual's response to the attitude object
or some representation of it" (Cutietta 1992, p. 296). In his discussion of
the measurement of attitudes and preferences in music education, Cutietta
adapted a model of attitude from Rosenberg and Howland ( 1960).
In the model, stimuli influenced attitudes consisting of feelings, beliefs, and
values. The attitude construct then interacted with three collective response
modes: affect, cognition, and behavior. Each response mode corresponded
with a measurable independent variable as follows: affect with verbal

------

--------------------
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statements of affect or nerve response, cognition with verbal statements of
belief or perceptual response, and behavior with verbal statements
concerning behavior or overt actions. "The model shows a complex
network of possible interactions among and between the attitude construct
and the response components." (Cutietta, p. 2%.)
The Likert scale is the most frequently used instrument of
measurement for determining an individual student's degree of liking or
attitudes toward particular musical examples. Shaw and Wright (1%7)
reported that two-thirds of one-hundred seventy-six studies used Likerttype scales. The Likert scales measuring students' degree of liking or
attitudes toward musical examples included four to nine possible options
anchored along a like-dislike continuum (Getz, 1966; Prince, 1974;
leBlanc, 1979; Herberger, 1981; Hargreaves, 1984; O'Brien, 1992).
Seiler and Hough (1970) attribute the popularity of Likert's method to the
ease of construction and high reliability.
The effect of teaching methods on attitudes towards music has been
widely studied. Bradley (1972) and Evans (1%5) stressed the usefulness of
analytic listening, and Keston (1954) showed that listening with analysis
improved attitude towards music. The results of the studies indicated that
an analytical approach using a sequence of cognitive learning experiences
significantly increased attitude scores.
In an investigation of the effects of a music appreciation course on
the attitudes of college nonmusic majors, students had a greater tendency to
include composers of the formal Western tradition on their list of favorite
composers posttest survey when compared to their pretest survey (Price,

.-

------._--
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1988). In another examination of attitudes after completion of a music
appreciation course (Price and Swanson, 1990), students did not change
their opinions of music selections in the formal tradition. However, the
researchers did detennine that the students gained knowledge in musical
concepts and historical background.
Most discussions of musical preference research include a description
of leBlanc's prolific theoretical work. In synthesizing the implications of
numerous experimental research studies, LeBlanc introduced a
comprehensive theory of musical preference (1980, 1982). LeBlanc's
interactive theory of musical preference attempted to identify all influences
that determine an individual's musical preference. leBlanc (1980) stated
that "music preference decisions are based upon the action of input
information and the characteristics of the listener, with input information
consisting of the musical stimulus and listener's cultural environment.

II

(p.

29) "LeBlanc's Model of Musical Preference provides a wealth of potential
independent variables for study relative to the constant dependent variable
of music preference." (Cutietta, p. 301)
LeBlanc proposed eight levels through which input information
processing occurs. Level eight, the foundation of the hierarchy, identified
nine factors that influenced input information. Four of these factors
related to the stimulus itself (physical properties, complexity, referential
meaning, and performance quality), and five related to the cultural
environment on the input date (media, peer group, family, educators and
authority figures, and incidental conditioning). Next, LeBlanc indicated
three distinct levels of inhibition that act as "filters" to block, limit, or
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distort the input information. These levels included physiological
conditions (level seven), basic attention (level six), and current affective
state (level five). At level four in the hierarchy, persona] factors such as
auditory sensitivity, music ability, music training, personality, sex, ethnic
group, socioeconomic status, maturation, and memory influenced the
processing of input data. Level three marked the beginning of the listeneraction stage where data was processed by the listener's brain. At level two,
the listener decided whether to seek additional information or to make a
preference decision. If more information was required, the listener
returned to level eight for additional input. When the listener made a
preference decision, the information proceeded to level one and was
rejected or accepted.
In level eight of the hierarchy, LeBlanc cited two broad sources
affecting musical preference: musical factors and environmental factors.
Boyle, Hosterman, and Ramsey (1981) found that characteristics such as
melody, mood, and rhythm were considered more important reasons for
preference than sociocultural variables.
A study by Herberger (1987) investigated how students' affective
responses to a composition influenced their interest in learning more about
the composition. The subjects listened to 18 one to two minute excerpts
from a wide range of musical examples and rated the selections on
preference (degree of liking) and interest in learning more about the piece.
The results indicated that prior musical knowledge increased liking of
unfamiliar music.
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Several studies have indicated that musical preference is related to
musical training. In a study of high school students, Birch (1962) found
that students with at least three years of high school music classes owned
significantly more serious music recordings than students with less than
three years of music classes. Kelly (1961) reported that students who
studied musical instruments showed a preference for classical music over
other types of music. In a study investigating musical knowledge, Larson
(1971) found the greatest gain in preference to occur for the group
receiving specific musical knowledge.
Many research studies have investigated the effects of guided
listening on attitudes towards music and acquisition of musical knowledge.
Zumbrunn (1972) determined that tape programs were less motivating than
teacher-taught programs. In a study by Peterson (1965) investigating
listening skill development, an experimental group used notation as a visual
aid while the control group did not. The results indicated that the use of
notation as a visual aid in listening lessons could increase musical
perception of melody.
Smith (1973) compared tracking musical form during listening
lessons as a class with tracking musical form during listening lessons on an
individual basis. Results indicated that both treatments of guided listening
were effective in teaching students to track musical form.
A study of audiovisual programmed instruction by Brown (1971)
found that both the treatment and control groups significantly improved
their ability to discern texture in music, and the results indicated a
significant positive shift in the students' affective responses to studied
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music. Tatarunis (1975) investigated audio tutorials for listening lessons,
and results of the study revealed a significant improvement in music
attitude scores and musical knowledge scores.
Zalanowski (1986) investigated the effect of varying instructions
given to students and the relationship of these to the students' appreciation
of music. The results of the study indicated that imagery instructions
created a greater enjoyment of the music while oral story description
increased understanding of the programmatic music. O'Brien (1992)
found that students who study recorded orchestral music examples with
classroom instruction that used a combination of figurative and analytic
language enjoyed the music, learned about it, and applied their positive
attitudes and conceptual learnings to similar but unfamiliar recorded music
examples.
March (1980) devised an animated film designed to teach texture
perception to students in junior high general music students. Students in
the experimental group watched the film, in which the visual presentation
of the text was synchronized with the sound. The control group listened to
music from the soundtrack and utilized a call chart. The difference in
scores on the posttest was significant in favor of the experimental group.
In addition, Giles, Hayes, and Grant (1993) discovered significant gains in
the cognitive test scores of groups using imagery or call-charts while
listening to music selections.
An experiment by Hair (1987) also investigated the effect of visual
representations. She presented two versions of a listening test to students in
grades K-6, one that asked a subject to describe verbally the difference
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between the two aural stimuli in each test item, and another that asked a
subject to indicate which of two contrasting pictures depicted the change in
the music. The difference in scores on the two tests was significant across
all grade levels in favor of the visual mode.
The results of the aforementioned guided listening and acquisition of
musical knowledge studies were consistent with the findings of educational
research concerning the use of visual stimuli in the classroom. In a study
investigating verbal and visual information retrieval, results showed that
students who viewed visual stimuli recalled significantly more information
than students presented verbal information (Kulhavy, 1985). Another
study by Kulhavy and Schwartz (1987) found that undergraduate learners
consistently appeared to use visually and spatially based information as a
way of increasing recall of material. In a related study of 70
undergraduate Italian students, Kulhavy (1989) compared maps containing
feature marked information to written information listed next to an outline
of the same map. Results indicated that students using the maps with
feature marked information outperformed the other students. In a similar
study on the effect of map-featured content on recall of material by
elementary students, Petersen (1991) found that map-featured information
icons were better recalled than written information.
In a study examining picture-recall and word-recall of high school
students, Lewis and Ormrod (1985) observed no significant differences
between gender for either task, but boys did exhibit a greater order of
recall. Another study investigating recall and comprehension among
English-as-a-second-Ianguage (ESL) students found that using prereading
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activities, such as visual stimuli, resulted in higher literal comprehension
test scores.
The studies, illustrating the use of visual stimuli, serve to support the
theory that visual infonnation is better understood and retained than verbal
infonnation The studies also indicate that this may vary because of an
individual's traits such as gender, age, and primary language.
This chapter provided a review of literature pertinent to the study
and included research in the foiiowing areas: degree of liking towards
music, musical knowledge acquisition, guided listening methods, and
learning through visual aids. Implications of the research results serve as a
conceptual design for this study.
In the research area of degree of liking for musical selections and
acquisition of musical knowledge, results indicate that many variables,
including musical knowledge, can influence degree of liking for a musical
selection. The findings of music education studies investigating guided
listening methods and the education studies on learning through visual aids
support the theory that visual information is better understood and retained
than verbal information. Based on these findings, this study will examine
the effect and interactions of two methods of guided listening instruction,
one icon-based method and one language-based method, with degree of
liking, acquisition of musical knowledge, age, primary language, teacher,
and gender.
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Chapter III
Methodology

Restatement of Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to compare the effects of
icon-based listening outlines and language-based listening outlines on the
degree of liking scores and musical knowledge scores of nonmusic majors
enrolled in music appreciation courses. A secondary purpose was to
examine interactions between the methods and the students' age, gender,
class, and primary language with the dependent variables of degree of
liking and musical knowledge scores.

Sample
Two hundred-thirty-eight college freshmen and sophomore
nonmusic majors enrolled in six music appreciation classes at a university
in Texas served as subjects. The six classes were taught by three
instructors who were chosen for their willingness to participate in the
study. Each teacher taught two music appreciation classes for this study,
one by each method.

Dependent Variables
The two dependent variables in this study were degree of liking
scores and the acquisition of musical knowledge scores.

3 I

Degree of Liking Scale
To determine the degree of liking, the researcher created a Degree
of Liking Scale (DLS). The subjects listened to 16 musical selections and
responded on a five··point Likert-type scale anchored along a like-dislike
continuum for each one. Eight of the musical selections were to be studied
during the music appreciation course.
Each recorded music example on the DLS was approximately 60
seconds in length. A recorded voice read the directions and announced
each example.
Three different forms of the DLS were created. Each form had a
different randomly selected order of the same 16 recorded music examples.
Since the DLS elicited personal subjective responses from the students, the
order of the recorded music examples was altered for every two classes to
reduce item-ordering effects. The DLS was piloted in two studies and
yielded .79 and .76 test/retest reliability (see Appendix B).
Musical Knowledge Assessment
To measure the acquisition of musical knowledge, the researcher
created a 16 item test, the Musical Knowledge Assessment (MKA), to
determine the subjects' basic knowledge of composers, compositions, form,
styles, and instrument recognition.
The content of the MKA was based on the course objectives for the
music appreciation classes. Specifically, the MKA included questions
concerning musical form, dynamics, instruments, genres, and musical
styles. This information was also provided in both the icon-based listening
outlines and the language-based listening outlines. To measure the validity
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of the MKA, three experts evaluated the content. The MKA was
administered in a pilot study and yielded a .79 test/retest reliability (see
Appendix C).

Independent Variables
In this study, the two methods of instruction, one method using iconbased listening outlines and the other method using language-based listening
outlines, served as the primary independent variables. Additional
independent variables include: age, gender, teacher, English as a second
language, and English as primary language.

Methods of Instruction
Twenty musical compositions were identified as listening lessons for
both methods of instruction. The language-based listening outlines for this
study were found in Roger Kamien's Music: An Appreciation, Second
Brief Edition, and the icon-based listening outlines were created and/or
adapted by the researcher.
Language-Based Listening Outlines
The language-based listening outlines used in this study provide text
n~rratives

that describe what is taking place in the music and are read by

the listener while listening to musical selections. While they vary from one
to two pages in length and often vary in design, nearly all contain the
following information: musical form, dynamics, and instrumentation.
Most follow standard outline form and present some technical language,
analytical information, and music terminology. In addition, some of the
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language-based listening outlines include short thematic fragments in music
notation form.
As noted above, the language-based listening outlines used in this
study are found in Roger Kamien's Music: An Appreciation, Second Brief
Edition. Five popular music appreciation textbooks with language-based
listening outlines were examined by a panel of three experts. Kamien's
language-based listening outlines were chosen because of their exceptional
verbal instruction and consistent organization of information. All 20
language-based listening outlines can be found in Appendix E.
Icon-Based Listening Outlines
The icon-based listening outlines for this study provide pictorial
guides that describe what is taking place in the music and are viewed by the
listener while listening to musical selections. The icon-based listening
outlines incorporate icons and pictures to depict specific musical selections
by offering a visual story or description. Most of the icon-based listening
outlines are researcher designed or enhanced and are presented in a variety
of bright colors. They provide the following information: musical form,
dynamics, and instrumentation. In addition, most of the icon-based
listening outlines offer a sketch of the composer, visual representation of
predominant instruments, and appropriate visual reminders of the genre
and the period. All 20 icon-based listening outlines can be found in
Appendix D.
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Design
This study used a pretest/posttest two group experimental design.
While this research design controls internal validity, concerns of external
validity were controlled by the sample size and the random assignment of
the intact classes of each instructor to one of the treatment groups. The
researcher recognizes that unless controlled for, administering a pretest can
result in both internal and external invalidity (Isaac & Michael, 1990).

Procedure
The Degree of Liking Scale and Musical Knowledge Assessment
pretests were administered during the second class period of the semester
for an allotted time of 45 minutes. During the first 20 minutes, subjects
participated in the DLS followed by the MKA.
Each of the three instructors taught two classes of music
appreciation. Throughout the semester, the instructors used icon-based
listening outlines with one class and used language-based listening outlines
with the other class. The instructors guided both methods with the use of
an overhead projector while the students followed individual copies of the
icon-based listening outlines or the language-based listening outlines.
The DLS and MKA posttests were administered during the
penultimate class period of the semester for an allotted time of 45 minutes.
During the first 20 minutes, subjects participated in the DLS followed by
theMKA.

-
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Null Hypotheses
1)

There will be no significant difference between the degree of

liking scores of college nonmusic majors who have used icon-based
listening outlines while listening to musical selections when compared with
the degree of liking scores of students who have used language-based
listening outlines while listening to musical selections.
2)

There will be no significant difference between the musical

knowledge scores of college nonmusic majors who have used icon-based
listening outlines while listening to musical selections when compared with
students who have used language-based listening outlines while listening to
musical selections.
3)

There will be no main effect differences or interactions among

the method of instruction, age, language, teacher, or gender for the student
degree of liking scores dependent measures.
4)

There will be no main effect differences or interactions among

the method of instruction, age, language, teacher, or gender for the musical
knowledge scores dependent measures.

Analyses
For purposes of analysis, the alpha level for this study was set at .05.
The Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used to test the
differences between the posttest scores of the treatment groups and the
pretest scores. The results of the data analysis will demonstrate the
statistical significance or non-significance of the study and the previously
stated hypotheses.
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Time Table
Twelve weeks of the 1994 spring semester served as the duration for
this study. The pretest, consisting of the DLS and MKA, was administered
during the second class

meeting~

the posttest, consisting of the DLS and

MKA, was administered during the penultimate class meeting.
Two pilot studies were administered over a period of two weeks
during the 1993 spring semester and the 1993 fall semester.

Summary
This study compares the effects of two methods of instruction, iconbased listening outlines and text-based listening outlines, on the degree of
liking scores and the acquisition of musical knowledge scores of nonmusic
majors enrolled in music appreciation courses over a period of 12 weeks.
A secondary purpose is to examine interactions between the methods of
instmction and the students' age, gender, teacher, and primary language
with dependent variables of degree of liking scores and musical knowledge
scores.
The subject sample includes 238 college freshmen and sophomore
nonmusic majors enrolled in six music appreciation classes taught by three
instructors. The researcher designed assessment instruments were pilot
tested and measured for reliability and validity.
In Chapter IV, the results and data analysis are presented, while
Chapter V provides a venue for conclusions and implications of the
findings.

_ _._----------
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Chapter IV
Results and Data Analyses

To answer the research questions, this study used a pretestlposttest
two group experimental design. The two methods of instruction, icon-based
listening outlines and language-based listening outlines, served as the
primary independent variables. The four secondary independent variables
were age, gender, teacher, and primary language. The dependent variables
examined were the stuuents' Degree of Liking Scores and Musical
Knowledge Scores.
The original sample size at the beginning of the experiment included
238 college freshmen and sophomore nonmusic majors enrolled in six
different music appreciation classes. Student absences or incomplete testing
data resulted in mortality of N=41 subjects spread over the six intact classes.
Therefore, the sample size for data analyses was 197 subjects. See Table 1
for enrollment of classes. Data were analyzed using the Statistica Mac
Software Program for the Macintosh computer.
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Table 1.
Description of Music Appreciation Intact Classes

Gender
Teacher Method N

F/M

Age

Primarx Language

Traditi onallNontradi tional English/Spanish

1

A

33 21 12

17

16

20

13

1

B

28 14 14

15

13

14

14

2

A

37 22 15

26

11

27

10

2

B

27 20 7

20

7

19

8

3

A

38 19 19

30

8

21

17

3

B

34 13 21

28

6

20

14
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Data Analyses
Null Hypothesis 1: There will be no significant difference between the
degree of liking scores of college nonmusic majors who have used iconbased listening outlines while listening to musical selections when compared
with the degree of liking scores of students who have used language-based
listening outlines while listening to musical selections.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant difference
between the pretest and posttest scores for degree of liking. These results
indicated that students' scores improved between the pretest and posttest
regardless of the method of instruction; no significant difference was
detected in the main effect of method. A significant interaction was found
between method and time of test for the degree of liking scores. Table 2
offers a summary of the results, and Figure 1 illustrates the significant
interaction. Based on these findings, the null hypothesis was rejected.
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Table 2
Repeated Measures ANOV A
Dependent variable: Degree of Liking Scores
Independent variable: Method of Instruction
Repeated measures: Test (pretest and posttest)

Effect

SS

df

MS

F

p-Ievel

Test (pre/post)

301.68

1

301.68

76.60

.(){)()*

1.45

1.45

.08

57.78

57.78

14.67

Method
Test x Method

-

--

-

--------_._-----

.79 (ns)
.000*
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Method A
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18
13
8
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Figure 1. Interaction between test and method for Degree of Liking Scores
Method A: icon-based listening outlines
Method B: language-based listening outlines
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Null Hypothesis 2: There will be no significant difference between the
musical knowledge scores of college nonmusic majors who have used iconbased listening outlines while listening to musical selections when compared
with the acquisition of musical knowledge by students who have used
language-based listening outlines while listening to musical selections.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant difference
between pretest and posttest scores for musical knowledge. These results
indicated that students' scores improved between the pretest and posttest
regardless of the method of instruction; no significant difference was
detected in the main effect of method. A significant interaction was found
between method and time of test for musical knowledge scores indicating
that students using icon-based listening outlines showed greater
improvement on the musical knowledge scores than the students using
language-based listening outlines. Table 3 offers a summary of the results,
and Figure 2 illustrates the significant interaction between the time of test
and method. Based on these results, the null hypothesis was rejected.
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Table 3
Repeated Measures ANOVA
Dependent variable: Musical Knowledge Scores
Independent variable: Method of Instruction
Repeated measures: Test (pretest and posttest)

Effect

SS

df

MS

F

p-level

Test (pre/post)

996.08

1

996.08

218.42

.000*

.07

1

.07

.01

253.15

1

253.15

55.51

Method
Test x Method

.94 (ns)
.000*
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16
14
12

10

- . - - Method A

8
- - 0 - Method B

6
4

2

O-t-------+---------l
Pretest

Posttest

Figure 2. Interaction between test and method for Musical Knowledge
Scores
Method A: icon-based listening outlines
Method B: language-based listening outlines
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Null Hypothesis 3: There will be no main effect differences or interactions
among method of instruction, age, language, teacher, or gender for the
student degree of liking scores dependent measures.
A repeated measures MANOV A revealed a significant difference only
in the method and test interaction related to Hypothesis 1. However, no
significance was found among the additional interactions which the
hypothesis was meant to test. Therefore, the research question investigating
teacher, gender, age, or primary language interaction with method of
instruction was answered in the negative. For teacher, gender, age, and
primary language there was seemingly no effect. Table 4 provides a
summary of the interaction combinations.
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Table 4
Repeated Measures MANGV A
Dependent variable: Degree of Liking Scores
Independent variable: I-Teacher, 2-Method, 3-Gender, 4 Age, 5-Language
Repeated measures: 6-Test (pretest and posttest)

Effect

SS

df

MS

F

Q-Ievel

lx6

19.82

2

9.91

2.57

.08 (ns)

2x6

43.57

43.57

11.34

.000*

3x6

1.03

1.03

.27

.60 (ns)

4x6

9.50

9.50

2.47

.12 (ns)

5x6

1.82

1.82

.47

.49 (ns)

lx2x6

2.43

2

.1.22

.32

.73 (ns)

Ix3x6

1.08

2

.54

.14

.87 (ns)

lx4x6

10.52

2

5.26

1.36

.26 (ns)

Ix5x6

.04

2

.02

.01

.99 (ns)

2x3x6

2.62

2.62

.68

.41 (ns)

2x4x6

.45

.45

.12

.73 (ns)

2x5x6

1.13

1.13

.29

.59 (ns)

3x4x6

1.48

1.48

.39

.53 (ns)

3x5x6

1.64

1.64

.43

.51 (ns)

1x2x3x6

2.59

2

1.30

.39

.71 (ns)

1x2x4x6

20.22

2

10.11

2.63

.07 (ns)

1x2x5x6

3.08

2

1.54

.40

.67 (ns)

Ix3x4x6

4.85

2

2.43

.63

.53 (ns)

---

1

-------------
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lx3x5x6

10.47

2

5.24

1.36

.26 (ns)

1x4x5x6

1.95

2

.98

.25

.77 (ns)

2x3x4x6

.17

.17

.05

.83 (ns)

2x3x5x6

3.78

3.78

.98

.32 (ns)

2x4x5x6

.08

.08

.02

.88 (ns)

3x4x5x6

.67

.67

.17

.67 (ns)

1

1x2x3x4x6

5.94

2

2.97

.77

.46 (ns)

1x2x3x5x6

1.09

2

.54

.l4

.87 (ns)

1x2x4x5x6

8.94

2

4.47

1.16

.32 (ns)

1x3x4x5x6

7.72

2

3.86

1.00

.37 (ns)

2x3x4x5x6

10.23

10.23

2.66

.10 (ns)

2.40

.63

.54 (ns)

1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 4.80

2
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Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no main effect differences or interactions
among method of instruction, age, language, teacher, or gender for the
musical knowledge scores dependent measures.
A repeated measures MANOVA revealed a significant difference in
the method and test interaction related to Hypothesis 2. In addi tion,
significance was found in the interaction among teacher, method, and time
of test and among the interaction of teacher, language, and time of test.
Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected.
From these data it appears that the primary language of the student as
well the student's teacher affected how well they did under the different
teaching conditions. Therefore, the research questions related to student
language and teacher were answered in the affirmative. It appears that
Spanish speaking students achieved more than the norm while using
language-based listening outlines with Teacher 2, while Spanish speaking
students achieved less with Teacher 3.
Regarding the teacher interaction, while all students achieved more
with icon-based listening outlines, the students working with Teacher 2
achieved at a greater rate.
No significance was found related to gender or age. Therefore, the
research questions investigating gender or age interaction with method of
instruction were answered in the negative. There was no interaction among
gender, age, and method of instruction. For gender and age, there was
seemingly no effect. Table 5 provides a summary of the interaction
combinations. Figure 3 illustrates the significant interaction among teacher.
method, and time of test, and Figure 4 illustrates the significant interaction
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among teacher, primary language, and time of test. Based on these results,
the null hypothesis was rejected.

so
Table 5
Repeated Measures MANOVA
Dependent variable: Musical Knowledge Scores
Independent variable: I-Teacher, 2-Method, 3-Gender, 4 Age, 5-Language
Repeated measures: 6-Test (pretest and posttest)

Effect

SS

df

MS

lx6

11.67

2

5.84

2x6

186.27

1

186.27

46.84

3x6

5.57

1

5.57

1.40

.24 (ns)

4x6

.00

1

.00

.00

.99 (ns)

5x6

.06

.06

.02

.90 (ns)

F

J2.-level

1.47

.23 (ns)
.000*

.01 *

lx2x6

34.17

2

17.08

4.29

lx3x6

2.08

2

1.04

.26

.77 (ns)

lx4x6

18.67

2

9.34

2.35

.10 (ns)

lx5x6

30.54

2

15.27

3.84

.02*

2x3x6

.95

1

.95

.29

.63 (ns)

2x4x6

.45

1

.45

.11

.74 (ns)

2x5x6

.01

1

.01

.00

.95 (ns)

3x4x6

5.74

1

5.74

1.44

.23 (ns)

3x5x6

.03

1

.03

.01

.93 (ns)

Ix2x3x6

8.74

2

4.37

1.10

.34 (ns)

Ix2x4x6

13.78

2

6.89

1.73

.18 (ns)

lx2x5x6

1.29

2

.64

.16

.85 (ns)

Ix3x4x6

.78

2

.39

.10

.91 (ns)

-

---

.. -

.--

----- - - - - -
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1x3x5x6

10.39

2

5.20

1.31

.27 Cns)

1x4x5x6

6.41

2

3.21

.81

.45 Cns)

2x3x4x6

12.58

12.58

3.16

.08 Cns)

2x3x5x6

9.23

9.23

2.32

.13 Cns)

2x4x5x6

2.89

2.89

.73

.40 Cns)

3x4x5x6

5.06

5.06

1.27

.26 Cns)

lx2x3x4x6

9.27

2

4.64

1.17

.31 Cns)

lx2x3x5x6

16.33

2

8.16

2.05

.13 Cns)

lx2x4x5x6

12.49

2

6.25

1.57

.21 Cns)

lx3x4x5x6

9.66

2

4.83

1.21

.30 Cns)

2x3x4x5x6

.10

.10

.02

.87 Cns)

2.26

.57

.57 Cns)

1 x2x3x4x5x64.51

1

2
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Figure 3. Musical Knowledge Dependent Measure: Interaction among
teacher, method, an1 time of test.
Method A: icon-based instruction
Method B: language-based instruction
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Figure 4. Musical Knowledge Dependent Measure: Interaction among
teacher, primary language, and time of test.
Sts.l st English: Students' primary language is English
Sts.l st Spanish: Students' primary language is Spanish
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Summary
The results indicated that degree of liking scores and musical
knowledge scores significantly improved between the pretests and posttests
regardless of method of instruction. Results also revealed a significant
interaction between method and test for degree of liking and musical
knowledge. Students using icon-based listening outlines showed a greater
increase in degree of liking scores from pretest to posUest and musical
knowledge scores from pretest to posttest than the students using languagebased listening outlines. Results also revealed significant interactions
among teacher, primary language, and musical knowledge scores and among
teacher, method of instruction, and musical knowledge scores. No
significant interactions were found among methods of instruction and the
students' age, gender, teacher, or primary language for degree of liking and
no significant interactions were found among methods of instruction and the
students' age or gender for musical knowledge scores.

ss
Chapter V
Discussion, Conclusions, and Implications

The primary purpose of this study was to compare the effects of iconbased listening outlines and language-based listening outlines on the degree of
liking scores and musical knowledge scores of nonmusic majors enrolled in
music appreciation courses. A secondary purpose was to examine interactions
between the methods of instruction and the students' age, gender, teacher, and
primary language with the dependent variables of degree of liking and musical
knowledge scores.
The first two research questions addressed the effect of each method of
instruction on degree of liking scores and musical knowledge scores. The
results revealed that students' scores improved between the pretest and posttest
regardless of the method of instruction. Generally, these results support the
guided listening research findings of Peterson (1 %5), Smith (1973), Brown
(1971), Zalanowski (1986), O'Brien (1993), March (1980), and Hair (1987).
A significant interaction was found between method and time of test for
degree of liking scores and between method and time of test for musical
knowledge scores. One method was superior to the other at increasing degree
of liking scores and improving musical knowledge scores. Students using the
icon-based listening outline method showed a greater increase from pretest to
posttest degree of liking scores and musical knowledge scores when compared
with students using the language-based listening outline method.
Even though there was a significant increase in the degree of liking
scores from pretest to postlest, the posttest degree of liking scores were lower

S6

than expected. The degree of liking scores of students using icon-based
listening outlines averaged a two point increase from pretest to posttest while
students using language-based listening outlines averaged a one point increase
from pretest to posttest.
The results relating to the increase of degree of liking among students
were limited to recorded musical excerpts selected from music studied in music
appreciation. The results may not characterize attitudes toward recordings of
the entire musical compositions.
All of the classes using icon-based listening outlines and language-based
listening outlines produced similar posttest scores. Two of the three classes
taught by icon-based listening outlines scored considerably lower on the
pretests than did the other three classes taught by language-based listening
outlines and the other class using icon-based listening outlines. This is
unexplainable to the researcher because of the random assignment of both
treatment groups per teacher. Since students using icon-based listening outlines
started with lower pretest scores and achieved the same posttest scores as
students using language-based listening outlines, students using icon-based
listening outlines showed a greater increase in their scores. These results were
consistent with the research findings of Kulhavy (1985), Kulhavy and Schwartz
(1987), Petersen (1989) and Lewis and Onnrod (1985) that support the theory
that visual information is better understood and retained than verbal
information.
Even though there was a significant increase in the musical knowledge
scores from pretest to posttest, the posttest musical knowledge scores were
considerably lower than expected. The musical knowledge scores of students

..
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using icon-based listening averaged about a four point increase from pretest to
posttest while the musical knowledge scores of students using language-based
listening outlines averaged about a two point increase from pretest to posttest.
Since the Musical Knowledge Assessment was based on the music appreciation
course objectives, it is possible that the course objectives may not be
emphasized during instruction and this would help explain the low posttest
averages.
The next four research questions addressed the degree of liking scores
and musical knowledge scores of traditional students, ages 18-22, and
nontraditional students, ages 23 and over. The results found no significant
differences between degree of liking scores and musical knowledge scores
between traditional and nontraditional students. These results support the
findings of Kulhavy (1985) and Kulhavy and Schwartz (1987) who found no
significant differences among the scores of undergraduates of varying ages.
The succeeding four research questions investigate the degree of liking
scores and musical knowledge scores of students with English as a primary
language and English as a second language. The results indicated no significant
interaction between the degree of liking scores and the students' primary
language. No relationship was established between the degree of liking scores
for musical selections and the primary language of the students.
However, a significant interaction was found among teacher, primary
language, and time of test for musical knowledge scores. The Spanish primary
language students improved considerably more with teacher one and teacher
two than with teacher three. This is an interesting phenomenon since teacher
three is the only one of the teachers who is fluent in Spanish as well as English.
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Moreover, the results of this study may have been different if self-reported
primary language had been measured through a portfolio and questionnaire. By
the time students have reached college level, primary language may no longer
be an issue in that some students may have a highly developed command of a

second language. No previous research studies exist that examine the
interactions among primary language and method of instruction, degree of
liking, or acquisition of musical knowledge.
Research questions eleven and twelve address the interaction of method
of instruction, degree of liking scores, musical knowledge scores, and the
teacher instructing the class. The results indicate no significant interaction
between the degree of liking scores and the teacher instructing the class.
However, a significant interaction was found among teacher, method of
instruction, and musical knowledge scores.
A possible explanation for the greater increase of musical knowledge
scores from pretest to posttest by students using icon-based listening outlines
may involve student learning styles. Students with high tactile and kinesthetic
preferences may have strong reactions to the physical handling of the separate
individual sheets of icon-based listening outlines compared to opening a book
and locating a language-based listening outline. In comparison, the bright
colors and pictorial representation of the icon-based listening outlines may have
elicited a strong response from students with high visual preferences. Perhaps
the use of icon-based listening outlines was effective because it linked the
familiar with the unfamiliar by offering an easily recognizable visual
representation of new material rather than a verbal description. These results
were consistent with the research findings of Kulhavy (1985), Kulhavy and

-

.-. . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Schwartz (1987), Petersen (1989) and Lewis and Ormrod (1985) that support
the theory that visual information is better understood and retained than verbal
information.
Specifically, the most pronounced improvement between pretest and
posttest scores occurred in the classes taught by teacher 2. The interaction
among teacher, method of instruction, and musical knowledge scores could
have been influenced by the following: familiarity with method, command and
knowledge of material, teaching style, and interest shown in topic. For
example, teacher 2 was more experienced with icon-based listening outlines
than the other two teachers, while all three teachers were familiar with the
language-based outlines. This familiarity with the method may explain the
increase in musical knowledge scores from pretest to posttest.
Another possibility stems from the differences among the three teachers
in the area of command and knowledge of material. Although all three teachers
had taught between 10 and 16 years, differences may exist among their
understanding of musical knowledge as it relates to the two methods of
instruction. Teaching style could have influenced the results by differences in
the distribution of talking, enthusiasm, energy, and pacing. Since it was
impossible for the participating teachers to be unaware of the nature of the
study, their knowledge may have been reflected unconsciously in their teaching,
and therefore may have influenced students' responses.
The last two research questions examine the interaction between gender
and degree of liking scores and musical knowledge scores. No significant
interactions were found between gender and degree of liking scores or musical
knowledge scores, indicating that the relative effectiveness of the two methods

(x)

of instruction does not vary with gender. Neither method influenced one group
more than the other, and men and women did equally well on the pretests and
posttests. Although no previous research studies exist that specifically
investigate these areas, the results are consistent with the findings of Lewis and
Ormrod (1985), who observed no significant differences between genders for
picture recall and word recall.

Conclusions
1)

The two methods of instruction, icon-based listening outlines and

language-based listening outlines, are effective at increasing students' degree of
liking scores and musical knowledge scores with students using icon-based
listening outlines producing the higher scores.
2)

No apparent relationships exist among the variables of gender and

age and either of the two methods of instruction.
3)

There are differences between the degree of liking scores and

musical knowledge scores of intact classes.
4)

Some music teachers experience a greater success with certain

methods of instruction than others.
5)

Music teachers teaching music classes in English experience

varying degrees of teaching success with English as a second language students.

Implications
The results and conclusions of this study have implications for research
concerning bilingual education and music education. As noted, in the area of
bilingual education, no previous research studies exist that examine interactions
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among primary language, method of instruction, degree of liking, or acquisition
of musical knowledge. What emerges from the findings in this study suggests
that research is needed concerning primary language and methods of instruction
in the field of music education.
In addition, cross-cultural research in music education remains virtually
untapped as a source of information on the development of various kinds of
listening skills. Music education research in the United States lags in the study
of English-as-a-second-Ianguage students. Our classrooms are increasingly
populated by persons with strong cultural roots in other countries or in various
subcultures of our own country. Therefore, additional studies are needed in this
area of concern.
In conclusion, music education continues to search for methods of
instruction that serve student learning. Providing instruction becomes
extremely demanding when classes include students of varying languages,
socio-economic backgrounds, cultures, learning styles, and other individualized
characteristics. This study has offered insights into the interactions among two
methods of instruction and students' degree of liking scores and musical
knowledge scores with students' primary language, gender, age, and teachers.
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APPENDIX A:
Human Subjects Approval
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Human Subjects Committee

ARIZONA~
HEALlH SCIENCES CENTER
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1622 E. Mabel St.

Tucson. Arizona 85724
(602) 626-6271

~=

July 15, 1994
Sue Zanne Williamson-Urbis, B.M.Ed., M.A.
c/o John Fitch, Ph.D.
Department of Music
Main Campus
RE:

HUSIC HAPS AND MUSICAL ATTITUDES: GUIDED LISTENING FOR THE
COLLEGE MUCIC APPRECIATION CLASS

Dear Ms. Williamson-Urbis:
We have received documents concerning your above cited project.
Since this project will be conducted entirely at the University of
Texas at Brownsville, approval or review of this project must be
received through that institution's IRB. If this project were to
have been conducted at the University of Arizona, then the Human
Subjects Committee would have stated that regulations published by
the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services [45 CFR Part
46.101(b) (2») exempt this type of research from review by our
Committee.
Please be advised that references to "treatment" should be removed
from your project documents since this terminology should only be
used for medical treatments. Thank you for informing us of your
work. If you have any questions concerning the above, please
contact this office.
Sincerely yours,

(;J;J l.c 4'Wo F-~~
William F. Denny, M.D.
Chairman
Human Subjects Committee
WFD:js
cc: Departmental/College Review

Commit~ee
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APPENDIXB:
Degree of Liking Scale
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Name

I.D.Number

Class: _Freshman_Sophomore
Degree of Liking Scale
Each of the sixteen music examples will be played once. For each example,
please indicate the statement that best describes your degree of liking by
circling a number from 1 to 5.
~

I like it .
very much.

~

I like it.

~

I have no
opinion.

2

I dislike it.

Ex.1

5

4

3

2

Ex.2

5

4

3

2

Ex.3

5

4

3

2

Ex.4

5

4

3

2

Ex.5

5

4

3

2

Ex.6

5

4

3

2

Ex.7

5

4

3

2

Ex.8

5

4

3

2

Ex.9

5

4

3

2

Ex.tO

5

4

3

2

Ex.II

5

4

3

2

1
I dislike it
very much.
1

1

1

1

1

.--

~

_.

------
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Ex.12

5

4

3

2

Ex. 13

5

4

3

2

Ex.14

5

4

3

2

Ex.l5

5

4

3

2

Ex.16

5

4

3

2

- - - - - - - ----

- - - - - - - - - _ . --

1

-

Listening Examples for Degree of Liking Scale

1.

Anonymous: Alleluia, Vidimus stellam

2.

Praetorius: La Bouree

3.

Vivaldi: La Primavera from the Four Seasons

4.

lS. Bach: Brandenburg Concerto No.5 in D Major, 1st mvt.

5.

lS. Bach: Gigue from Suite No.3 in D Major

6.

Haydn: Trumpet Concerto in Eb Major, 3rd mvt.

7.

Mozart: Symphony No. 40 in g minor, 1st mvt.

8.

Mozart: Eine kleine Nachtmusik, 3rd mvt., minuet

9.

Beethoven: String Quartet in F Major, Op. 18, No.1, 1st mvt.

10.

Chopin: Nocturne in Eb Major, Op. 9, No.1

11.

Smetana: Moldau from Ma Vlast

12.

Verdi: Quartet from Act III of Rigoletto

13.

Brahms: Symphony No.4 in e minor, Op. 98, 4th mvt.

14.

Berg: Wozzeck, Act III, Scene 4

15.

Ravel: Introduction and Allegro

16.

Webern: Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 10, No.3

-

-_.-.-._..

----------
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Tape One: Order of Listening Examples

I.

Mozart, Symphony 40

2.

Praetorius

3.

Ravel

4.

Verdi

5.

Vivaldi

6.

Chopin

7.

Mozart, Eine kleille Nachtmusik

8.

Haydn

9.

Webem

10.

Bach, Gigue

II.

Smetana

12.

Beethoven

13.

Alleluia

14.

Brahms

15.

Ber0o

16.

Bach, Brandenburg
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Tape Two: Order of Listening Examples

1.

Vivaldi

2.

Chopin

3.

Mozart, Eine kleine Nachtmusik

4.

Haydn

5.

Webem

6.

Bach, Gigue

7.

Smetana

8.

Beethoven

9.

Alleluia

10.

Brahms

11.

Ber I:>o

12.

Bach, Brandenburg

13.

Mozart, Symphony 40

14.

Praetorius

15.

Ravel

16.

Verdi
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Tape Three: Order of Listening Examples
1.

Alleluia

2.

Brahms

3.

Berg

4.

Bach,Brandenburg

5.

Mozart, Symphony No. 40

6.

Praetorius

7.

Ravel

8.

Verdi

9.

Vivaldi

10.

Chopin

II.

Mozart, Eine kleine Nachtmusik

12.

Haydn

13.

Webem

14.

Bach, Gigue

15.

Smetana

16.

Beethoven
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APPENDIX C:
Musical Knowledge Test

"'-

T2

Name.______________ LD. Number__________
Musical Knowledge Assessment
Identify the following musical styles:
Renaissance:
Baroque:
Classical:
Romantic:
Define the following:
dynamics:
harmony:
melody:
tempo:
A B musical form:
A B A musical fonn:
name any brass instruments:
name any woodwind instruments:
name any string instruments:
Identify the following:
What instruments are performing in this musical selection?
What is the possible muskill form?
What musical style period could this selection be from, or who is a
composer of this selection?

~ssible

•..

---_._---------_._-'---
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APPENDIXD:
Teaching Method A: Icon-Based Listening Outline
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Listening Lesson lA
Richard Wagner: Lohengrin, Prelude to Act III
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - bright yellow]

c.

. . . . . . . . . . - ...... -

-.

-.

-

":'"...;.

-_.

>*

-

.. .,. ..... "" ..... .

....

- ------'---------
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Listening Lesson 2A
Louis Armstrong: Hotter Than That
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - bright red]

HOlTER THJlN THAT
l¥ l.ali.s
1.

b.

Al:mst%t:ng

and his Ii::c Five
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Listening Lesson 3A
Peter Tchaikovsky: Dance of the Reed Pipes from the Nutcracker Suite
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - bright pink]

yt'
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Listening Lesson 4A
Johann Sebastian Bach: Badinerie from Suite No.2 in B Minor
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - peach]

- ----------------
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Listening Lesson SA
Alleluia: Vidimus stellam

[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - goldenrod]

7.\'10"

_

tIIdaII.·

"-_ ..

-" -

----.----~-------
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Listening Lesson 6A
Guillaume de Machaut: Agnus Dei from Notre Dame Mass
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - violet]

---
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Listening Lesson 7A
Josquin Desprez: Ave Maria . .. virgo serena
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - pale gray]

--------------
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Listening Lesson 8A
Thomas Weelkes: As Vesta Was Descending
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - dark teal]

~

.9fS ~'Il't 'WJ'tS IJYESCE'J£'D J'J£q
~'I!H0'ACtS 'W1:U~ (lS75-1623)

t"

t't

'4-;~-~~~'1
,,

. . ]tA

I ~'~:'.'-'~'-'- ---.~ t1 ~ftA
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Listening Lesson 9A
Johann Sebastian Bach: Organ Fugue in G Minor (Little Fugue)
[icon-based listenin~ outline reduced 50%~ color - brieht hluel

----------.--

------,,~----------
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Listening Lesson lOA
Claudio Monteverdi: Tu se ' moria from Or/eo, Act II
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%~ color - dark rosel

ORFEO (ORPHEUS, 1607)

g•

by ClAUDIO MONTEVERDI

"-'T.'~.
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Listening Lesson IIA
Antonio Vivaldi: La Prilnavera, Concerto for Violin and String Orchestra,
Op. 8, No.1, from The Four Seasons, first movement: allegro
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - bright green]

.. I

~

-O~

La Primavera (Spring)
Concerto tor Violin and String Orchestra. Op. B. No. 1
110m Tne Four Seasons (1725) by AntonIO Vivaldi
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Listening Lesson 12A
George Fridcrick Handel: Hallelujah Chorus from the Messiah
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%~ color - white]
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Listening Lesson 13A
Josef Haydn: Symphony No. 94 in G Major (Surprise) second movement:
ancia.'lte

ficon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - bright blue]

$~{i' Olin ltV I

$ OlltHnMI
Mnn5@IUU
.... J

I;
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Listening Lesson 14A
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Eine kleine Nachtmusik in G Major, K. 525,
third movement: minuet (allegretto)
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - pale pink]

A.

i

AI 1/:

f\.

ne kleine Nachtmus~~ in G Major, K. 5~ _ _ ' m;~'

~
~

~) II: ~d
~(fj

A

.

••

...
.4

.~..

".oz."
....

•

.

.

.
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Listening lesson 15A
Ludwig van Beethoven: Symphony No.5 in C Minor, Op. 67, first
movement: allegro con brio
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - dark red]

. Symphenl He. S in C Minar, Op.
firs l mDuement: aU&gi"D CDn briD

n

by BEETHOUEN

e

_..I.----.--....,--....---r--,--,--.--,--"l- .... I
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Listening Lesson 16A
Franz Schubert: Erlkonig
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - pale gray]

..

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Listening Lesson 17A
Frederic Chopin: Nocturne in E Flat Major, Ope 9, No.2
[icon-based listenmg outline reduced 50%; color - violet]

Nocturne in E Flat Major, Ope 9, No.2
by Chopin

..~;I
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Coda
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Listening Lesson 18A
Bedrich Smetana: The Moldau from Ma Vlast
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - turquoise]

The Moldau (Vltava,) from Ma, Vlast

by Smetana
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Listening Lesson 19A
Anton Webem: Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 10, third piece
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - bright pink]
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Listening Lesson 20A
Aaron Copland: Appalachian Spring, Section 7: Theme and Variations on
Simple Gifts
[icon-based listening outline reduced 50%; color - bright green]

Appalachian Spring
"Simple Gifts"
Aaron Copland
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APPENDIX E:
Teaching Method B: Language-Based Listening Outline
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Listening Lesson 1B
Richard Wagner: Lohengrin, Prelude to Act III
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd briefed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 6.

3 flutes, 3 oboes, 3 clarinets, 3 bassoons, 4 French homs, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, bass tuba,
timpani, triangle, cymbals, tambourine, 1st violins, 2d violins, violas, cellos, double basses
(Duration, 2:56)

[DO] 0:00

rnrn 0:22
1:06
mm 1:16
rnm 2:13
2:24
2:47

~

.- --

-.-.--

1. a. Full orchestra, very loud (ft), main melody in violins, cymbal crashes.
b. Brass melody, pulsating accompaniment in strings.
c. Full orchestra, main melody in violins, cymbal crashes.
2. Soft (p), contrasting oboe melody. Melody repeated by flute. Clarinet and
violins continue.
3. a. Full orchestra, very loud (ft), main melody in violins, cymbal crashes.
b. Brass melody, pulsating' accompaniment in strings.
c. Cymbals. Becomes softer (decrescendo).

-

----------------
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Listening Lesson 2B
Louis Annstrong: Hotter Than That
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 7.

Voice, clarinet, trumpet, trombone, piano, banjo, guitar
(Duration, 3:00)

moo

0:00

0:09

mITIl

0:43

m[gJ 1:19
[!]~ 1:54

[[J(Ej 2:17
G]J[j]J 2:33

1. All instruments, trumpet predominates.
2. Trumpet accompanied by piano and guitar. Trumpet briefly alone, piano and
guitar rejoin.
3. Clarinet, high·pitched whine, piano and guitar accompany.
4. Voice, guitar accompaniment
5. Twangy voice imitated by guitar. Piano leads into
6. a. Muted trombone accompanied by piano and guitar.
b. Trumpet, all instruments jOin. Guitar, trumpet, guitar at end.
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Listening Lesson 3B
Peter Tchaikovsky: Dance of the Reed Pipes from the Nutcracker Suite
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp 50-51.

Three-part (ternary) form: A B A'
Moderato assai (very moderate), duple meter G), D major
3 flutes, 2 oboes, English hom. 2 clarinets~ b.ass clari~e~, 2 b.assoons, 4 French homs, 2 trumpets,
3 trombones, tuba, timpani, cymbals, 1st vlohns, 2d vlohns, violas, cellos, double basses
(Duration, 2:34)
A

[rumJ

1. B. Low pizzicato strings, P, introduce

0:00
0:04

1&5 ;

b. 3 flutes, staccato melody in major, pizzicato strings accompany. Melody
repeated.

~

4

f

R

p

rj

I§

~ Irtffr1t Fir -7
mf

::-:--=-

sf

mf

c. English hom melody, legato, flutes accompany, staccato.
d. 3 flutes, staccato melody, pizzicato strings accompany. Melody repeated.
Cadence.

0:31
045

B
lILl~ 113

126

2.

B.

Trumpet melody in minor, brasse;o and cymbals accompany.

b. Strings repeat trumpet melody. Flutes lead back to

A'
:1.BJ~ 1.46

3. 3 flutes. staccato melody in major, strings accompany. Melody repeated.
Cadence.
.
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Listening Lesson 4B
Johann Sebastian Bach: Badinerie from Suite No.2 in B Minor
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 52.

Two-part (binary) form: A A B B
Duple meter (~). B minor
Solo flute. string orchestra. harpsichord
(Duration. 1:23)

A
rrn~ 0:00

1. Flute. descending phrase in minor.

EtrI

....

U;

phrase repeated. running notes lead to cadence in minor. Section A repeated.

B
~~0:31

2. Descending phrase. lower in pitch than section A.

I'~ ¥ :. !:t It: e J 31d
running notes. flute melody descends and leads to cadence in minor. Section
B repeated.
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Listening Lesson 5B

Alleluia: Vidimus steUam
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 58.

A

[ll] Qlli 000

Solo voice: Alleluia phrase.
Chorus:
Long series of tones on ia.

B
Chorus:

Vidimus stellam
ejus in Oriente,
et venimus cum mllneribus
adorare Dominum.

Chorus:

Alleluia phrase with long series of tones on ia.

We have seen His star
in the East
and are come with gifts
to worship the Lord.

~~ 0:23

A
~~1:43
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Listening Lesson 6B
Guillaume de Machaut: ABnus Dei from Notre Dame Mass
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 64.

A
~1!iI 0:00

8
~~0:59

A
~~2:21

Agnus wei, qui to/lis peccata mundi:
miserere nobis.

Lamb of God, who taketh away
the SillS of the world, have mercy
on us.

Agnus dei, qui to/lis peccata mundi:
miserere nobis.

Lamb of God, who taketh away
the sins of the world, have mercy
on us.

Agnus dei, qui to/lis peccata mundi:
dOM nobis pacem.

Lamb of God, who taketh away
the sins of the world, grant us
peace.
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Listening Lesson 7B
Josquin Deprez: Ave Maria .. . virgo serena
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 70.

rm~ 0:00

049

Ava Maria
gratia plena
dominus tecum,
virgo serena.
Ave, cuius conceptio,

Hail Mary,
full of grace,
the Lord is with thee,
serene Virgin.
Hail, whose conception,

solemni plena gaudio,
coelestia teTTestria
nova replet laetitia.

full of great jubilation,
fills Heaven and Earth
with new joy.

Each soprano phrase
imitated in turn by
alto, tenor, and bass.
Duple meter.
High duet imitated by
three lower voices.
All four voices.
Increased rhythmiC
animation reflects
"new joy."

1:32

Ave, cuius nativitas
Hail, whose birth
High duet imitated by
nostra fuit solemnitas,
low duet.
brought us joy,
ut lucifer lux oriens
as Lucifer, the morning star, Soprano phrase
verum solem praeveniens. went before the true sun.
imitated by alto,

2:17

Ave, pia humilitas,
sine viro fecunditas,
cuius annuntiatio
nostra fuit salvatio.
Ave, vera virginitas,
immaculata castitas,
cuius purificatio
nostra fuit purgatio.
Ave, praeclara omnibus
angelicis virtutibus,
cuius assumptio
nostra glorificatio
D mater Dei,
memento mei. Amen.

tenor, and bass.

!lID@ID 2:50

~@ID 316

Hail, pious humility,
fruitful without a man,
whose Annunciation
brought us salvation.
Hail, true virginity,
immaculate chastity,
whose purification
brought our cleanSing.
Hail, glorious one
in all angelic virtues,
. whose Assumption
was our glorification.
o Mother of God,
remember me. Amen.

High duet imitated by
low duet.
High duet.
Low duet.
Triple meter.

Duple meter. high
duets imitated by
lower vOices.
Brief pause.
Sustained chordS.
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Listening Lesson 8B
Thomas Weelkes: As Vesta Was Descending
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 73.

@.JITI]

As Vesta was from Latmos hill descending,
she spied a maiden queen the same ascending,
attended on by all the shepherds swain,
to whom Diana's darlings
came running down amain.
First two bv two,
then three 'by three together,
leaving their goddess all alone, ha~.ted thither,
and mingling with the shepherds of her train
with mirthful tunes her presence entertain.
Then sang the shepherds and nymphs of Diana,
Long live fair Oriana!

Descending scales
Ascending scales.

Rapid descending
figures.
Two voices.
Three voices; all
voices.
Solo voice.

Brief joyful phrase
imitated among
voices; long notes
in bass.
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Listening Lesson 9B
Johann Sebastian Bach: Organ Fugue in G Minor (Little Fugue)
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGrew-Hill. Inc.. DO. 91-92.

Fugue, quadruple mater (:), G minor
Organ
(Duration, 4:04)
1. a. Subject, soprano voice alone, minor key.
Subject

n
-.I

n

J

--

...
"

- .. -...

.,

., .,

"

.,

===
-...-

I

-.I

continued on next page
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0.19

b. Subject in alto, countersubject in running notes in soprano.
fit

Countersuotect

.•.• Ir
_ . ..........fIL+.

•........ .....

..........

-

-

... ' ...

- ...

--

IV

+~

fI t SubJect

fI

~:
0:59
rm~I:14

~~
1:43
~[2Q] 152

2:17
2:29
2:45
3.03
3:19
349

..

*-,

,

..

-II'"

:;i

.

-

- - ~

..

-=

:.:

' ..

-11- -

c. Subject in tenor, countersubject above it.
d. Subject in bass (pedals), countersubject in tenor.
e. Brief episode, downward sequence.

11.1

1:24

•

1

IIJ

0:41

, -

..

IIJ

J

_r~

J

,1-

-

_1

t

.f1L... A.q~

.......

-

... ...............

1

........
-~~

2. a. Subject begins in tenor, continues in soprano, accompanied by sustained
tone in bass; subject leads to
b. Brief episode, running notes in a downward sequence.
3. a. Subject in alto, major key; countersubject in soprano; subject leads to
b. Episode in major, upward leaps and running notes.
c. Subject in bass (pedals), major key, countersubject and long trill above it.
d. Longer episode, downward sequence; begins in major, ends in minor.
4. a. Subject in soprano, minor key, countersubject below it.
b. Most extended episode, running notes in a downward sequence; upward
sequences lead to sustained high tones which usher in
c. Subject in bass (pedals), countersubject in soprano. Fugue ends with major
chord.

lOS

Listening Lesson lOB
Claudio Monteverdi: Tu set marta from Or/eo, Act II
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill. Inc .• D. 97.

Tu se' morta, se' morta, mia vita,
ed io respiro: tu se' da me partita,
se' da me partita per mai piu,
mai piu non /ornare, ed io rimangono, no, che se i versi alcuna cosa
panno,
n'andro sicuro a' piu profondi abissi,
e, intenerito il cor del re de l'ombre,
meeo trarrotti a riueder Ie stelle,
o se ciel negherammi empio destino,
rimarrel teeD in compagnia di morte.

Addio terra, addio eielo, e sole, addio.

You are dead, you are dead, my
dearest,
And I breathe; you have left me,
You have left me forevermore,
Never to return, and I remainNo, no, if my verses have any
power,
I will go confidently to the deepest
abysses,
And, having melted the heart of the
king of shadows,
Will bring you back to me to see the
stars again,
Or, if pitiless fate denies me this,
I will remain with you in the
company of death.
FareweU earth, farewell sky, and
sun, farewell.
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Listening Lesson 11 B
Antonio Vivaldi: La Primavera, Concerto for Violin and String Orchestra,
Op. 8, No.1, from The Four Seasons, first movement: allegro
Kamien, Roger. (1994). ~Jusic: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 100.
First Movement: Allegro
Ritomello form, quadruple meter (:), E major
Solo violin, string orchestra, harpsichord (basso continuo)
(Duration, 3:15)
Spring
has come
@Q]~ 0:00

1. a. Tutti, ritomello opening phrase, " repeated p

• •
f
closing phrase with syncopations, " repeated p, major key.

.sa. _ . _ .sa. l!!:..-.

Si ' -

'II

t

j

b

_

$

/r

:

CJ •

f
Song of
the birds
[!j] l2ru 0:30
1:03

b. Solo violin joined by two violins from orchestra, high trills and repeated notes.
2. a. Tutti, ritomello closing phrase, ,.

Murmuring
streams
~rnIl 1:10

1:33

b. Violins, p, running notes, cellos, p, running notes below sustained tones in
violins.
3. a. Tutti, ritomello closing phrase, f.

Thunder
and lightning
~~1:40

2:06

Song of
the birds
[E]~ 2',j
2:30
2:40
2:54

b. String tremolos, f, upward rushing scales introduce high solo violin, brilliant
virtuoso passages answered by low string tremolos.
4. a. Tutti, rilomello closing phrase in minor key, f.
b. Solo violin joined by two violins from orchestra, high repeat!?d notes and
trills, minor key.
5. a. Tutti, ritomello opening phrase varied, f, ends in major key.
b. Solo violin, running notes accompanied by basso continuo.
6. Tutti, rilomello closing phrase, f. repeated p, major key.
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Listening Lesson 12B
George Friderick Handel: Hallelujah Chorus from the Messiah
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 115.

Hallelujah!
for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth;
Hallelujah!
for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth;
Hallelujah!
for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth;
{ Hallelujah!
The kingdom of this world is
become the Kingdom of our Lord
and of His Christ:
and He shall reign for ever and ever.
King of Kings. and Lord of Lords.
{ for ever and ever, Hallelujah.
Ha.llelujah!
and He shall reign for ever and ever.
King of Kings. and Lord of Lords.
{ for ever and ever. Hallelujah,
Hallelujah!
and He shall reign for ever and ever.
King of Kings. and Lord of Lords.
and He shall reign for ever and ever.
King of Kings. and Lord of Lords.
{ for ever and ever. for ever and ever.
Hallelujah. Hallelujah. Hallelujah.
Hallelujah!
Hallelujah!

Orchestral introduction
Chorus jOins. homophonic. quick
exclamations
Monophonic, longer notes
Homophonic, quick exclamations
Monophonic, longer notes
Homophonic, quick exclamations
Longer-note melody against
quick exclamations, polyphonic
Hymnlike in longer notes,
homophonic
Bass melody, monophonic
Other voices imitate, polyphonic
Long repeated tones against
quick exclamations; phrases
repeated at higher pitches
Polyphonic, imitation
Long repeated tones against
quick exclamations
Polyphonic
HomophoniC
Polyphonic
Quick exclamations

Pause
Sustained chords, homophoniC
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Listening Lesson 13B
Josef Haydn: Symphony No. 94 in G Major (Surprise) second movement:
andante
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp. 132-133.

Second Movement: Andante
Theme and variations, duple meter (~), C major

2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 2 French horns, 2 trumpets, timpani, 1st violins, 2d violins, violas,
cellos, double basses
(Duration, 6:12)

THEME
Section a

[§]CD 0.00

I~;

Violins, p, staccato theme.

F;. .0; .
IE;
1*
.

~~

Q IJ~
i

I; • J 15

p

•

.!IZCJ'I

Section b
Section a repeated, pp, with pizzicato string accompaniment. Surprise chord, ft.
Violins, p, continuation of theme.

Section b repeated with flute and oboe.
VARIATION 1
~Cf: 107

a. Theme begins, i, higher cou!"ter:!'·elody in violins, p. Section a repeated.

•

L.J

•

p

b. Violins, p, continuation of theme and higher countermelody. Section b repeated.

continued on next page
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VARIATION 2
~.

J. 212

a. Theme in minor, ft, violin phrase in major, p. Section a repeated.

1'9".; ~ ~ ~ ~ iR j 14 i? J0I;n: J ItttJl Uri u
ff

..

p

t1T? IU

V7:il

b. Violins, t, rapid downward scales, orchestra t. Violins alone, p, lead into
VARIATION 3
3.20

,~.01

~t

..

;;;

a. Oboe, p, theme in faster repeated notes, major key.

e-

M

t l-

e tit ,.. t t

r

It t t t r r : ~I#

#

g4j

p
Flute and oboe, p, legato countermelody above staccato theme in violins, p.

b. Continuation of theme and countermelody. Section b repeated.
VARIATION 4

a. Theme in brasses and woodwinds, ft, fast notes in violins, ft. Violins, p, legato
version of theme, dotted rhythm (long-short).

i691::iJ 4 23

_.

~;

I

p

-,

'-.:!'"
dolce

b. Violins, p, continuation of theme, dotted rhythm. Full orchestra, ft, triumphant
continuation of theme leads to suspenseful chord, ft, sudden p.
CLOSING
SECTION
LD~ ~t[ 545

Theme in oboe, p, gently dissonant chords in strings, flute joins, pp conclusion.
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Listening Lesson 14B
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Eine kleine Nachtmusik in G Major, K. 525,
third movement: minuet (allegretto)
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp. 135-136.
Third Movement: Minuet (Allegretto)
A B A form, triple meter (~), G major
1st violins, 2d violins, violas, cellos, double bass
(Duration, 2:01)
MINUET (A)
;7';:

?:!

0 00

1. Stately melody,

Allegretto

'5 it It

....

j,.
i

f

t,

predominantly staccato. Repeated.

r

r r

It

f

--

__ y_JIl.

..-...

I[

-_

I·

..

-r rTit

E

r

A.
:

Ir _

r

t

:11

Legato phrase, p, leads to stately staccato phrase,

t.

Repeated.

TRIO (8)
~7~j iJlJ

a 42

2. Gracious legato melody, p, murmuring accompaniment. Repeated.

'j

----

( r

1

:11
Climbing legato phrase, f, leads to legato melody, p. Repeated.

MINUET (A)
~[[] 1:37

r:r

3. Stately melody. t. predominantly staccato.
Legato phrase, P. leads to stately staccato phrase, f.
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Listening lesson 158
Ludwig van Beethoven: Symphony No.5 in C Minor, Ope 67, first
movement: allegro con brio
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp. 166-169.

First Movement: Allegro con brio
Sonata form, duple meter (~), C minor
2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 French horns, 2 trumpets, timpani, 1st violins,
2d violins, violas, cellos, double basses
(Duration, 7:35)
EXPOSITION
First theme
[§]OJ 0:00

008

1. a. Basic motive, ft, repeated a step lower, strings in unison.

b. Sudden p, strings quickly develop basic motive, minor key, powerful chords,
high held tone.

continued on next page
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Bridge
QtT 021
0.25

2. a. Basic motive. ft. orchestra in unison.
b. Sudden P. strings quickly develop basic motive. crescendo. ft, powerful
chords.

Second
theme
1}ErJ": 0.46

3. a. Solo French horns, ft, hom-call motive.

I) I;
If
049

sf

sf

sf~

b. Violins. p, lyrical melody in major. Basic motive accompanies in low strings.

p

Crescendo to
4. a. Triumphant melody, ff, violins.

l~[[J 1:28

b. Woodwinds and homs, basic motive rushes downward. Cadences in basic
.
rhythm. Pause.
Exposition is repeated.

DEVELOPMENT
~[[; 2:57

333

1. a. Basic motive, ft, horns, strings.
b. Sudden p, strings and woodwinds, basic motive quickly developed. Motive
.
climbs to rapidly repeated chords, ft.
2. a. Violins, ft. hom-call motive, low strings, descending line.
Violins
fl

~~:e: ~.

'

c..p-

...,

If

51

sf

--51

b+ #~

~~
I

If,,!,

.....

continued on next page
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343

b. High woodwinds, ft, in dialogue with lower strings, ft. Hom-call motive
br,?ken into tiny fragments. Decrescendo to pp.
Wmds

If ....

....

If If

I

rl

Winds

,~d

Slnngs
Winds

Slrings

.~

li

SInn9s

Winds

dlmmue;';
Slnngs

4:05

t

t~ I~r
Sirings

Sirings

c. Sudden If, hom-call rhythm.
d. Sudden pp, woodwinds echoed by strings.
e. Sudden ft, repeated motive drives into

RECAPITULATION
First theme
[g]m 418
1. a. Climactic basic motive, full orchestra, If, repeated a step lower.
b. Sudden p, strings quickly develop basic motive, minor key, chords lead to
4.38
c. Oboe solo.
Bridge
4:50

2. Basic motive quickly developed in strings, crescendo to ft, full orchestra.

Second
theme
512

5:39

3. a. Hom-call motive, solo bassoons, ft.
b. Lyrical major melody, p, violins and flutes altemate. Basic motive
accompanies in timpani, p:Crescendo to
4. a. Triumphant melody, ft, violins.
b. Woodwinds, basic motive rushes downward.
Cadences in basic rhythm.

continued on next page
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CODA
~[[] 5:54

6:13

1.

a.

Rapidly repeated chords, ft.

b. Hom·call motive, lower strings, f, with higher violin melody, minor.

Descending violin melody, staccato, leads to

6.29

2. a. New, rising theme in strings, legato and staccato.
Srnngs

I',' i rSF It I' I[2 I t ~ Irei Ie eI
f{J sf

6.39

7:05

-

...

-.-.-.: ..

~

sf

b. High woodwinds, If, answered by lower strings in powerful interchange.
Rapidly repeated notes lead to
3. a. Basic motive, If, repeated a step lower, full orchestra.
b. Sudden p, basic motive quickly developed in strings and woodwinds.
c. Sudden ft, powerful concluding chords.
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Listening Lesson 16B
Franz Schubert: Erllwnig
Kamicn, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hili, Inc., pp. 188-190.

fN:@2j 000

Piano
introduction, rapid
octaves, t, bass
motive, minor key.

Wer reitet sa spat durch Nacht und
Wind?
Es ist der Vater mit seinem Kind;
Er hat den Knaben wahl in dem Arm,
Er {ass! ihtl sicher, er halt ihn warm.
~@§] 056

Low register.

~~104

Higher register.

Narrator
Who rides so late through the night
and the wind?
It is the father with his child;
he folds the boy close in his arms,
he clasps him securely, he holds him
warmly.

Father
"Mein Sohn, was birgst du so bang dein
"My son, why do you hide your face
Gesicht?"
so anxiously?"

"Siehst, Vater, du den Erlkiinig
Ilicht?
Den Erlenkiinig mit Kron' ur.d
Schweif?"

Son
"Father, don't you see the Erlking?
The Erlking with his crown and
his train?"

continued on next page
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1.20

Low register.
~'4lll 1:29

Coaxing tune, pp,
higher register,
major.

"Mein Solm. es ist ein Nebelstreif."

,Father
"My son. It is a streak of mist."

"DII liebes Kind. komm, gell mit mir!

Edking
"Dear child. come. go with me!

I'll play the prettiest games with you.
Many colored flowers grow along the
shore;
My mother has many golden

Gar schOne Spiele spiel' ich mit dir.
Manch bunte Blumen sind an dem
Strand,
Meine Mutter hat manch gillden
Gewand."
@J@ID 154

Outcry, f, minor.

2:07

Low register.

2:17

Playful tune, pp,
major.

~[2Q] 2.36

Outcry, f, higher
than before, minor.

gann~nts."
SOli

"Mein Vater, mein Vater, und horest du
nicht,
Was Erlenkiinig miT leise
verspricht?"
"Sei ruhig, bleibe ruhig, mein Kind:
In durren Blattern sauselt der Wind"

"My father. my father, and don't you
hear
the Erlking whispering promises to
me?"

Father
"Be quiet. stay quiet. my child;
the wind is rustling in the dead
leaves."

Erllting
"My handsome boy. will you come
"Willst, {einer Knabe, du mit mir gehn?
with me?
Meine Tochter sollen dich warten schon;
My daughters shall wait upon you;
Meine Tochter {iihren den niichtlichen
my daughters lead off in the dance
Reihn
every night.
Und wiegen und tanzen und Singer. dil:'h and cradle and dance and sing you to
ein."
sleep."
"Mein Vater, mein Vater, und siehst du
nicht dort.
Erlkonigs Tiichter am diistern art?"

Son
"My father. my father. and don't you
see there
the Erlking's daughters in the
shadows?"

continued on next page
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248

Lower register

"Mein Sohn, mein Sohn, icll seh' es
genau:
Es schcinell die alten Weidell so grau."

Father
"My son, my son, I see it clearly;
the old willows look so gray."

Erlking
"\ love you, your beautiful figure
delights me!

"Ich liebe dicll, micll rei;;:t deine
schom Gestalt;
Ulld bist du niellt willig, so brauch' iell
Gewalt."
318

Outcry. f, highest "Mein Vater, mein Vater, jetzt tasst er

yet.

lIIich an!
Erlkonig hat mir ein Leids getan!"

331

Dem Vater grauset's, er reitet
geschwind,
Er hiilt in Arnlen das ii,:'zende Kind,

And if you are not willing, then I
shall use force!"

Son
"My filther, my filther, now he is
taking hold of me!
The Erlking has hurt me!"

Narrator
The father shudders. he rides swiftly
on;
he holds in his arms the groaning
child,
he reaches the courtyard weary and
Erreicht den Hof mit Muhe und Not;
anxious:

Piano stops.
Recitative.

In seinen Annen das Kind war tot.

in his ilrms the child was dead.
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Listening Lesson 17B
Frederic Chopin: Nocturne in E Flat Major, Op. 9, No.2
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp. 198-199.
Andante, 12 meter
Piano
(Duration, 4:05)
'.3_5 -;4'., 0.00

1 . a. M aln
. me I0 dy, dolce, espressivo, waltzlike accompaniment.

Peela!. Peaa!

•

Peaa!. Peaal.

Peaa!· Peela!. Peaal

:;
PecJal •

Peaal

• Peaal.

Peaal

•

PecJal· Peaal

• Peaal.

t,.i-l
•

Peaal.

continued on next page
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:~CB.: 025

b. Main melody, p, embellished with decorative notes and trills.

p

>

IT

I C'

2. a. Subordinate melody, P. played with rubato;

p

==--

pp

poco ritardando

crescendo to
I II:l
I 45

2 II

239

b. Main melody, with more elaborate decorative notes and trills; chromatic
descent leads to cadence.
c. Subordinate melody, P. played with rubato; crescendo to
d. Main melody, with more elaborate decorative notes and trills; chromatic
descent leads to cadence.
3. a. Concluding melody, p. then pp.

PP

3 10

poco fubato

sempre

pp

b. Concluding melody varied, crescendo with ascent to high register, melody

played forcefully in octaves, ff; high trill·like figure, decrescendo and descent
to gentle. rocking close, pp, then ppp.

IW.-_ _ _"_"" -"~""---"" ~
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Listening Lesson 18B
Bedrich Smetana: The Moldau from Ma VIast
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp. 219-220.

Allegro commodo non agitato (unhurried allegro. not agitated), sextuple meter (g), E minor
Piccolo, Z flutes. 2 oboes. 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 French horns, 2 trumpets. 3 trombones, tuba,
timpani, bass drum, triangle, cymbals, harp, 1st violins, 2d violins, violas, cellos, double basses
(Duration, 11 :53)
Two sprin£ls
~mo.oo

1. a. Flutes, p, running notes. Harp, pizzicato violins.

Flute

P:

:

p

Clarinets, p, join, running notes.
b. Lower strings, p, running notes lead to
The river
@Il[]J tOO

2. Violins, songlike river theme, minor key. Running·note accompaniment in
strings.

,S!igiO r •
p

./L.A..

>~-

f f
I

-=sf

r

I

=--p

t

jIIP~~
i ·1
I

r

;r 11

-= diminuendo

~I?'

• ~I r,

-==--=-- ==-

River theme extended.
Forest hunt

l§IClJ

250

3. a. French horns and trumpets, f, hunting calls. Strings, running notes.
Crescendo to ft.
b. Decrescendo to ppp.

continued on next page
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Peasant
wedding
[@[£354

4. a. Strings, p, polka.

Crescendo to f, triangle strokes.
b. Decrescendo to DOD. melodv descends.
Moonlight:
dance of
water nymphs
~][]J 5.20

5'42
653

5. a.
b.
c.
d.

Woodwinds, pp, sustained tones. Flutes, p, running notes lead to
High muted violins, pp, serene legato melody. Harp, p.
Brasses, pp. Staccato chords join accompaniment to violin melody.
Crescendo. Woodwinds, running notes lead to

The river
7:55

6. Violins, river theme. Running·note accompaniment in strings.

The rapids
~[]J 8:46

The river at
its widest
point
ffi§l CZJ 1000

7. a. Full orchestra, ft. Brasses, timpani roll, piccolo, ;;ymbal crashes.
b. Strings, pp. Quick crescendo.

8. Full orchestra, ft, river theme in major key. Faster tempo.

Vy~ehrad,

the
ancient castle
10:26

9. a. Brasses and woodwinds, ft, hymnlike melody. Cymbal crashes.
b. Decrescendo. ViOlins, ppp. Full orchestra, ft, closing chords.
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Listening Lesson 19B
Anton Webem: Five Pieces for Orchestra, Ope 10, third piece
Kamien, Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., p. 290.

Clarinet, muted French hom, muted trombone, harmonium, mandolin, guitar, celesta, harp,
bass drum, snare drum, chimes, cowbells, violin, muted viola, muted cello.
Very slow and extremely calm
(Duration, 1:28)
1. a. Pulsating bell-like sounds, ppp.
b. Violin, PP. pulsating bell-like sounds, ppp.
c. Muted hom, pp, chimes, ppp.
2. Quicker notes in clarinet. Muted viola.
3. a. Pulsating bell-like sounds, ppp.
b. Muted trombone, ppp; pulsating bell-like sounds, ppp. Snare-drUITl roll,
extremely soft.

~~o:oo

0:38
0:47

,---

-- - " -

..

-_ •.

:-&:.--~. . . .

---

. -

." , ..•

-..•."
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Listening Lesson 20B
Aaron Copland: Appalachian Spring, Section 7: Theme and Variations on
Simple Gifts
Kamien. Roger. (1994). Music: An Appreciation. (2nd brief ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill. Inc .• pp. 303-304.

Section 7: Theme and Variations on Simple Gifts
Theme and variations, duple meter (~), A flat major
2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 French homs, 2 trumpets, 2 trombones, timpani,
triangle, glockenspiel, harp, piano, 1st violins, 2d violins, violas, cellos, double basses

(Duration, 2:58)

THEME
~mo:oo

Clarinet, p, Simple Gifts, legato.

sariil Cc ElE1fI U/iSh
~ lht1ffl:) dnu; wit lfttflUrnl ~ I

tt¥'I,b I -

{TIl

p

SJfI1ply expressIVe

.

VARIATION 1

MlZlo:36' ,

Oboe, mp, and bassoon, mp, Simple Gifts, Slightly faster, in higher register.

VARIATION 2
~rn 1:02

High harp, piano, glockenspiel, p, introduce Simple Gifts, violas and trombone,
mt, played half as fast, in lower register. Simple Gifts imitated in violins, t, then in
cellos and basses, t. Woodwinds, p, brief transition to

VARIATION 3
~[!] 1:50

Trumpets and trombones, f, Simple Gifts, twice as fast, staccato.

continued on next page
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VARIATION 4

OOJ[]] 2:14

Woodwinds, mf, second part of Simple Gifts, slightly slower than variation 3,
gentle and legato.
Clarinel

1& ;

f I F'
mf

UI ErE

8 ( (i r t j I r =;

e 6%

VARIATION 5
~ [[) 2:31

Full orchestra, fff, first part of Simple Gifts, played slowly and majestically. in high
register.
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